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Outgunned Ukrainians lure Russian aircraft into defense traps, need planes to defend
airspace: Expert
Peter Aitken -Fox News

FOX News
The U.S. can best support Ukraine by providing it with weapons, planes and parts to
defend its airspace rather than establish a no-fly zone, a U.S. Air Force expert told
Fox News Digital.

"[The Ukrainians] are fighting with basically two very large feathers in their cap:
one is the munitions we’re providing them and the other is the morale that they can
sustain on their own,” said John (JV) Venable, a veteran Air Force commander and
senior research fellow at the Heritage Foundation.
"By giving them the right weapons, we boost their morale, we give them wins, we
allow them to bloody Russia’s nose and make this a very costly endeavor.”

Ukraine’s staunch defense of its airspace has helped keep its armed forces on a more
even battlefield against Russia. Experts remain surprised one month into the war that
Russia has yet to establish clear control of the skies over Ukraine and that Ukraine
has appeared to drag Russia into a stalemate.
"Ukraine has been effective in the sky because we operate on our own land,” Yuriy
Ihnat, a spokesman for the Ukrainian Air Force, told The New York Times. "The
enemy flying into our airspace is flying into the zone of our air defense systems.”
Ihnat described the country’s strategy as luring Russian planes into air defense traps,
which Venable explained likely amounted to Ukrainian planes pretending to retreat
and luring Russian planes into areas where ground forces then fire from both sides
and annihilate the pursuing fighters.
Ukraine’s airspace remains a topic of intense debate as President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy and his fellow politicians continually appeal for a no-fly zone enforced by
NATO. Some experts calculate that Ukraine has roughly 55 operational fighter jets
remaining, and that number continues to dwindle.
But American politicians remain divided over supporting a no-fly zone, with President
Biden arguing that such action would essentially drag the U.S. and its NATO allies
into direct conflict with Russia. That hesitancy has also held the U.S. back from
providing planes to Ukraine, with some reports that the Pentagon rejected Poland's
plan to provide Ukraine with MiG-29 fighters.
Venable told Fox News Digital that the U.S. needs to double down on supplying
Ukraine with the necessary tools to push back Russia – especially in the air.
"The weight that people are talking about – they don’t understand how much this
would take and how very involved we would become right away,” Venable, who
commanded the largest combat group in the U.S. Air Force in 2004 and 2005,
explained regarding a no-fly zone.
"This is not a matter of will; it’s a matter of judgment, and we can do a lot of things
that are more effective other than … getting into a fight with a nuclear-armed
Russia.”
Venable stressed that the javelins and stinger missiles provided to Ukraine by NATO
allies have proven to be the most effective weapons, but he argued that planes provide
more than just combat effectiveness.
The Ukrainians have employed three fighters in their conflict with Russia: The
MiG-29, the SU-27 and the SU-24. The limited number of planes Ukraine has at its
disposal – roughly 30 of the SU-24 – take damage even in the most successful
maneuvers, so providing the planes would allow Ukraine to stop cannibalizing other
planes for spare parts.
But, perhaps most importantly, the planes provide a significant morale boost for
ground forces.

"To allow them to continue pushing those sorties forward is a big feather we can put
in their hat,” Venable said.
"When I tell you that the MiG-29s are less effective, I mean that – with one
exception … Any time you hear a friendly fighter or see one of your own birds flying
overhead, and you’re in a firefight, it gives you a surge of energy.”

Germany: G7 rejects Russia's demand to pay for gas in rubles
Frank Jordans - Associated Press (AP)

Associated Press
BERLIN (AP) — The Group of Seven major economies have agreed to reject
Moscow’s demand to pay for Russian natural gas exports in rubles, the German
energy minister said Monday.
Robert Habeck told reporters that “all G-7 ministers agreed completely that this
(would be) a one-sided and clear breach of the existing contracts” for natural gas,
which is used to heat homes, generate electricity and power industry.
He said officials from France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United States, the United
Kingdom and Canada met Friday to coordinate natural and that European Union
representatives also were present.
Habeck said that “payment in ruble is not acceptable and we will urge the companies
affected not to follow (Russian President Vladimir) Putin’s demand.”
Putin announced last week that Russia will demand “unfriendly” countries pay for
natural gas only in Russian currency from now on, instructing the central bank to
work out a procedure for buyers to acquire rubles in Russia. The demand sent already
high gas prices even higher amid fears it could be a prelude to a natural gas shutoff,
which could disrupt Europe's economy and hurt Russia's finances.

Economists said the move appeared designed to try to support the ruble, which has
collapsed against other currencies since Putin invaded Ukraine on Feb. 24 and
Western countries responded with far-reaching sanctions against Moscow. But some
analysts expressed doubt that it would work.
Asked by reporters earlier Monday if Russia could cut natural gas supplies to
European customers if they reject the demand to pay in rubles, Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov said in a conference call that “we clearly aren’t going to supply gas
for free.”
“In our situation, it’s hardly possible and feasible to engage in charity for Europe,”
Peskov said.
Asked what happens if Russia turns off the taps now, Germany’s energy minister said,
“We are prepared for all scenarios.”
“Putin’s demand to convert the contracts to ruble (means) he is standing with his
back to the wall in that regard, otherwise he wouldn’t have made that demand,”
Habeck said, adding that Russia needs rubles to finance its war at home, such as
payments to troops.
European governments have shied away from imposing a ban on energy imports from
Russia over fears of the impact it would have on the economy. Europe gets 40% of its
gas and 25% of its oil from Russia, and since the war, has scrambled to set out
proposals to reduce its dependency. Russia is just as reliant on Europe, with oil and
gas its dominant sector and paying for government.
Estimates of the impact of a gas boycott or embargo on Europe vary but most involve
a substantial loss of economic output, especially since the war and the resulting surge
in energy and raw material prices is already weighing on Europe's economy. U.S.
sanctions permit exceptions for payments for oil and gas, though it has banned
Russian energy imports itself.
Putin’s rubles payment proposal led Germany’s utilities association, the BDEW, to
call on the government to declare an “early warning” of an energy emergency.
A spokeswoman said Monday that the government does not see the need for an early
warning declaration at this time.
When pressed by reporters on making the declaration, German Chancellor Olaf
Scholz said “the contracts we know lay down the euro as payment currency and the
companies will pay according to the contracts they have signed.”
What currency is used to buy Russian energy “doesn't really matter,” said Robin
Brooks, chief economist at the Institute of International Finance, a trade group for the
world’s banks.
“What matters is that energy exports give Russia purchasing power, which it can
convert into goods from abroad,” she said.
Putin's demand for payment in rubles “is mostly window dressing. It doesn’t change
the underlying transactions,’’ Brooks said. “At the margin, I would call this another

‘own goal’ by Putin, since it increases the focus on gas purchases by Western Europe
and could potentially raise the odds of an import stop.”

Arab, US top diplomats in Israel as Mideast dynamic shifts
Matthew Lee (Diplomatic Writer) - Associated Press (AP)
SDE BOKER, Israel (AP) — Israel on Monday hosted the foreign ministers of four
Arab nations and the United States in a bid to strengthen its position in a rapidly
shifting Middle East.
The gathering brought together the top diplomats from all but one of the Arab
countries that have normalized relations with Israel in U.S.-mediated negotiations.
That included three that signed the so-called Abraham Accords during the Trump
administration in 2020 — the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Morocco — as well
as Egypt, the first country to make peace with Israel.
Meeting at a resort in Israel's southern Negev Desert, the ministers and Secretary of
State Antony Blinken pledged to expand cooperation to include energy, environmental
and security matters and try to bring others into the agreements.

Associated Press The opening round-table begins at the Negev Summit, as Israel's
Foreign Minister Yair Lapid, clockwise from left, makes opening remarks with U.S.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken, United Arab Emirates' Foreign Minister Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Morocco's Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita, Egypt's
Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry, and Bahrain's Foreign Minister Abdullatif bin
Rashid al-Zayani, Monday, March 28, 2022, in Sde Boker, Israel. (AP
Photo/Jacquelyn Martin, Pool)
“Just a few years ago this gathering would have been impossible to imagine,”
Blinken said. “The United States has and will continue to strongly support a process
that is transforming the region and beyond.”

Beyond the smiles and handshakes, a series of regional threats loomed over the
gathering.
As the ministers gathered late Sunday, a deadly shooting rampage claimed by the
extremist group Islamic State killed two young police officers in central Israel.
Participants also repeatedly expressed misgivings over Iranian military behavior
across the region and the possible renewal of the international nuclear accord with
Iran.

Associated Press The opening round-table begins at the Negev Summit, as Israel's
Foreign Minister Yair Lapid, left, makes opening remarks next to U.S. Secretary of
State Antony Blinken, Monday, March 28, 2022, in Sde Boker, Israel. (AP
Photo/Jacquelyn Martin, Pool)
Meanwhile, Jordan's king, whose government declined to participate in the foreign
ministers' meeting, instead visited the Israeli-occupied West Bank in solidarity with
the Palestinians.
King Abdullah II's high-profile visit — his first in nearly five years — and Jordan's
absence from the ministers' meeting, were reminders that the Palestinian issue has
not disappeared from the regional agenda. Jordan is a key Western ally and strong
supporter of Palestinian statehood.
“The region cannot enjoy security and stability without a just and comprehensive
solution to the Palestinian issue,” the king said as he met Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas, who welcomed the visit. Neither leader mentioned the meeting
hosted by Israel.
Israeli Foreign Minister Yair Lapid said the group was “making history” as he
announced the gathering would become an annual event. He said the countries were
forming a partnership based on technology, religious tolerance, security and
intelligence cooperation.

“This new architecture, the shared capabilities we are building, intimidates and
deters our common enemies, first and foremost Iran and its proxies,” he said.
"They certainly have something to fear. What will stop them is not hesitation or being
conciliatory but rather determination and strength.”
The Arab ministers condemned Sunday night's deadly shooting in the city of Hadera
— but they also repeatedly said it was critical to address the century-old Mideast
conflict.
“We did highlight the importance of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process,
importance of maintaining the credibility and viability of the two-state solution," said
Egypt's foreign minister, Sameh Shoukry. "This an important issue.”

Associated Press After meeting for the Negev Summit, Bahrain's Foreign Minister
Abdullatif bin Rashid al-Zayani, left, Egypt's Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry,
Israel's Foreign Minister Yair Lapid, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken,
Morocco's Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita, and United Arab Emirates' Foreign
Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, pose for a photograph Monday,
March 28, 2022, in Sde Boker, Israel. (AP Photo/Jacquelyn Martin, Pool)
It was a message that was repeatedly echoed.
The Biden administration has urged Israel and the Palestinians to take steps to
reduce tensions and create conditions for eventually renewing peace talks. But it has
made clear that it has no immediate plans to press the sides to renew negotiations.
The last serious and substantive talks broke down more than a decade ago.
Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett, who heads a patchwork coalition of parties
that have little in common, has said he opposes a Palestinian state and has no
intention of restarting peace talks. Instead, he has called for steps to improve
economic conditions for the Palestinians to help reduce tensions and maintain calm.

The gathering comes as the Biden administration has been working to renew the 2015
international nuclear deal with Iran. The agreement placed curbs on Iran's nuclear
program in exchange for billions of dollars in relief in sanctions relief.
With support from Israel, the Trump administration withdrew from the deal in 2018,
causing it to unravel.
Although Iran has since raced ahead with its nuclear program, Israel and Gulf Arab
countries are deeply concerned about restoring the original deal. Israel fears it does
not include enough safeguards to prevent Iran from developing nuclear weapons.

Associated Press fter meeting for the Negev Summit, Bahrain's Foreign Minister
Abdullatif bin Rashid al-Zayani, left, Egypt's Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry,
Israel's Foreign Minister Yair Lapid, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken,
Morocco's Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita, and United Arab Emirates' Foreign
Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, talk while posing for a photograph
Monday, March 28, 2022, in Sde Boker, Israel. (AP Photo/Jacquelyn Martin, Pool)
Both Israel and its Gulf allies also believe that relief from economic sanctions will
allow Iran to step up its military activities across the region, including support for
hostile militant groups in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Yemen and the Palestinian territories.
Bahrain's foreign minister, Abdullatif al-Zayani, said the need to cooperate was made
“more urgent” by attacks by Iranian-backed militant groups and the unresolved
nuclear issue.
“We need to put into practice the principles behind the accords, mainly those of
dialogue, cooperation and mutual respect,” he said.
“By doing so, we will demonstrate to the whole region what can be achieved by
working together.”

Associated Press After meeting for the Negev Summit, United Arab Emirates' Foreign
Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, center, leaves the room after posing
for a group photograph Monday, March 28, 2022, in Sde Boker, Israel. (AP
Photo/Jacquelyn Martin, Pool)
Blinken sought to address the concerns about Iran on Sunday, saying that the U.S.
sees “eye to eye” with Israel on the goal of making sure Iran never builds a nuclear
weapon.
“We are both committed, both determined that Iran will never acquire a nuclear
weapon," he said.
Underscoring regional anxieties, Israel’s government hastily arranged the meeting of
top diplomats from Arab countries that have normalized relations with Israel. Sudan,
the fourth Arab country to normalize ties with Israel during the Trump administration,
is mired in turmoil following a military coup in October and did not attend the
meeting in Israel.

Associated Press After meeting for the Negev Summit, Bahrain's Foreign Minister
Abdullatif bin Rashid al-Zayani, center, greets attendees of the summit, Monday,
March 28, 2022, in Sde Boker, Israel. (AP Photo/Jacquelyn Martin, Pool)
The two-day gathering, with Blinken, took place at the kibbutz in the Negev Desert
where Israel's founding father, David Ben-Gurion, retired and is buried.
Lapid on Monday visited Ben-Gurion's grave with Blinken. But the Arab ministers did
not join them, citing scheduling issues. Such a visit would have been a remarkable
step given the sensitivities with the Palestinians over Israel's establishment.
Palestinians blame Ben-Gurion for their “naqba,” or catastrophe, the term they use
for the mass displacement of hundreds of thousands of Palestinians during the war
surrounding Israel's establishment in 1948.

Associated Press After meeting for the Negev Summit, Bahrain's Foreign Minister
Abdullatif bin Rashid al-Zayani, center left, walks with Israel's Foreign Minister Yair
Lapid, Monday, March 28, 2022, in Sde Boker, Israel. (AP Photo/Jacquelyn Martin,
Pool)
Blinken on Sunday also traveled to Ramallah in the occupied West Bank to meet with
Abbas and stress to him the U.S. commitment to help the Palestinian people and
encourage a resumption in long-stalled peace talks with Israel.
(Associated Press writer Josef Federman in Jerusalem contributed to this report.)

Several Russian tankers reportedly turned off their tracking systems 33 times last
week, a practice the US says could be used to evade sanctions
Hannah Towey (htowey@insider.com) - Business Insider

Ilya Naymushin/Reuters A ship sailing along the Yenisei River in Russia in 2013. Ilya
Naymushin/Reuters
Russian tanker ships turned off their tracking systems 33 times last
week, Bloomberg reported. The US Treasury has flagged the maritime action as a
"deceptive" way to evade sanctions. Nine superyachts owned by Russian
oligarchs also went dark last week.
Russian tanker ships switched off their tracking systems at least 33 times last week,
according to location data provided to Bloomberg by Windward, a maritime risk
consultancy. That's double the normal weekly rate, the firm said.
This tactic known as "going dark,” or "dark activity” has been flagged by the US
Treasury as one of several "deceptive practices used to evade sanctions” in the
maritime industry.
The data from Windward also shows that ship-to-ship meetings are taking place that
could be long enough to transfer cargo to vessels without sanctions, though the
frequency of those meetings is still at a normal level.
Windward also said last week that 22 unique vessels had entered Russian waters for
the first time in the weeks since Russia invaded Ukraine. The news follows reports
that nine superyachts owned by Russian oligarchs and tycoons — several of whom
were sanctioned — similarly turned off their tracking signals last week.
Certain classes of vessels traveling on international voyages are required by
international convention to broadcast their AIS location signal at all times.
In a sanctions advisory last May, the US Treasury warned that "vessels engaged in
illicit activities may also intentionally disable their AIS transponders or manipulate
the data transmitted in order to mask their movement.”

Several countries, including the US and the UK, have barred both Russian oil and
Russian vessels from ports following the country's invasion of Ukraine. The sanctions
against Russian oligarchs have led to a flurry of highly scrutinized ship movement as
superyachts and their owners attempt to escape seizure.
Turning off location data — on commercial or passenger ships — could make it
harder for companies to avoid doing business with sanctioned entities or individuals.
"Everyone in yachting is pretty scared. The penalties of directly or indirectly dealing
with Russians are just astronomical,” Sam Tucker of the market intelligence firm
VesselsValue previously told Insider.

Ukrainian woman whose village was stormed by Russian troops says they wore her
clothes, stole money, and drunkenly shot off her husband's leg
Sophia Ankel (sankel@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider

Anastasia Vlasova/Getty Images The entrance to the hospital in Brovary, Ukraine, on
March 17.
Russian troops overran a village in the suburbs of Kyiv over the weekend, CNN
reported.
A Ukrainian woman who lived there told CNN the Russian troops were acting out of
control.
She told CNN the troops ransacked her home and drunkenly shot off her husband's
leg.
US and NATO countries are dispatching planes filled with military equipment for
Ukraine – here are some of the weapons sent to hold back Russian tanks and aircraft
The US and other NATO countries have sent thousands of weapons to Ukraine in
recent weeks.
The shipments include anti-armor and anti-aircraft missiles which could be used
against Russian tanks and helicopters. The weapons are being used by Ukrainian
fighters to push back Russian forces.

As fighting in Ukraine enters its third week, reports this week revealed heavily-laden
military cargo jets are pouring into an airfield across the border, stacked with
weapons and military equipment to help Ukraine's forces hold back the advance of
Russian troops.
Throughout the buildup to Russia's invasion of Ukraine, NATO countries, including
the US, insisted they would not send troops to the region amid concern that the
presence of their personnel on the ground would lead to a dangerous escalation of the
conflict.
That stance has continued since Moscow ordered its troops into Ukraine on the
morning of February 24. Instead, NATO nations and other countries are supplying
Ukraine's defence forces - vastly outgunned and outnumbered by Russia's military with weapons and equipment that Kyiv hopes will be able to help staunch Russia's
advance.
Around 17,000 anti-armor weapons have been sent to Ukraine in the last number of
weeks and are being pressed into use against Russian tanks and other hardware. As
of March 8, Ukrainian fighters had destroyed over 1,000 armored personnel carriers,
303 tanks, 120 artillery systems and 80 helicopters, The Kyiv Independent claimed.
A Ukrainian woman whose village was stormed by Russian troops over the
weekend told CNN they wore her clothes, stole money, and drunkenly shot her
husband in the leg.
The woman told CNN that the Russian troops were acting out of control as they
ransacked her home in a village close to Brovary, an eastern suburb of Kyiv.
"They wore my woman's hat, my coat, my boots. They wore our clothes. They took our
bedding ... I don't know what they've done with it,” she told CNN in an emotional
interview.
"They slept. They ate. They wandered about. They stole our money.”
She also told CNN one of the Russians was drunk and used a stolen shotgun to blow
her husband's leg off. She added that two of the troops later admitted that they didn't
support Russian President Vladimir Putin's invasion of Ukraine.
She said she attended to her husband in the basement of their home for two days
before bringing him to the main hospital in Brovary, where CNN interviewed her.
Her husband was lying in a hospital bed next to her with his leg bandaged as she was
being interviewed. Russia has been trying to encircle Kyiv since the beginning of its
invasion of Ukraine on February 24. But it has been met with fierce resistance.
Britain's defense ministry said on Friday that Ukrainian counterattacks had pushed
Russian forces more than 20 miles from the capital, according to The Telegraph.
After heavy fighting over the weekend, Ukrainian forces managed to reclaim ground
in Brovary, the BBC reported.

The nearest that Russian troops have advanced is in the western suburbs of Irpin and
Bucha, about 15 miles from the city center, the BBC reported.

China Stirs Unease for ESG Managers Blindsided by Russia’s War
Natasha White & Saijel Kishan - Bloomberg

Photographer: ALEXEI DRUZHININ/AFP
(Bloomberg) -- Caught flat-footed by Russia’s war on Ukraine, fund managers who
get paid to avoid environmental, social and governance risks have started to look at
China with a fresh sense of unease.
Their exposure to China is huge. Pure ESG funds domiciled just in Europe have about
$130 billion invested in China assets, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. A
further $160 billion is held by European-based funds that have screened for
ESG-related hazards.
And yet the investment industry finds itself starting to contemplate the once
unthinkable, as China’s ambiguous response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine leaves
the world on edge.
China, the world’s second-largest economy, has sought to straddle both sides of the
geopolitical divide, condemning the loss of life in Ukraine while blaming NATO for
provoking Russia. And when the International Court of Justice voted to order Russia
to “immediately suspend” military operations in Ukraine, only two countries
dissented: Russia and China.
“It’s a time to be extra cautious,” said Kristin Hull, founder of Nia Impact Capital, a
$400 million sustainability fund in Oakland, California. Given China’s much deeper
connections with the rest of the world, “there are so many global ramifications of this
relationship.”

Investors have already offered China a taste of what might happen if it strays too far
into Russia’s corner. Its stocks were hit by a dramatic selloff on March 9, partly
triggered by fears the U.S. may punish Beijing for its close ties to Russia.
Simon Pilcher, chief executive of Universities Superannuation Scheme Investment
Management Ltd., said he’s closely monitoring Beijing’s relations with Russia as he
and his team decide how to manage their Chinese assets.
If China cozies up to Russia, that would “very potentially” influence his investment
approach, Pilcher said in an interview. Roughly 3% of the $120 billion his group
oversees is currently in China, he said.
Before Vladimir Putin’s Feb. 24 invasion, there was no shortage
of analysis explaining why he wouldn’t launch a full-scale war on Ukraine. That
blinds pot now has investors wondering whether they’re underestimating China’s
ability to surprise them, potentially with an invasion of Taiwan. Type the words
“China” and “invasion” in a Google search engine and the next word that appears
unprompted is “Taiwan.”
China can help Russia to a significant extent, says trade policy expert
The attack of Ukraine hasn’t only renewed scrutiny of the parallels between Russia
and China, it has put the countries’ relationship in the spotlight. Just before the war
began, Chinese President Xi Jinping hosted Putin at the Beijing Olympics, a public
demonstration of warm relations.
For its part, the U.S. has made clear it won’t tolerate any signs that the government
in Beijing is providing economic or military assistance to Putin’s regime. The Biden
administration also is urging China to unequivocally distance itself from Putin.
“The Chinese government isn’t beholden to anybody except for itself,” said Sonia
Kowal, president of Zevin Asset Management. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the
international condemnation through sanctions may be a dress rehearsal for China,
she said in an interview.
“What we’re worried about is the risks become even higher going forward,” Kowal
said. Boston-based Zevin, which managed $720 million as of the end of February,
hasn’t yet decided whether it’s going to reduce its investments in China, she said.
The Numbers...
Of the ESG funds holding Chinese assets, a number are categorized as Article 9,
which is the highest sustainability classification within Europe’s Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulation.
Together, these funds hold $7 billion. A further $124 billion is in Article 8 funds,
which is a laxer ESG category within SFDR.
About $162 billion is in Article 6 funds, for which managers screen their portfolios to
decide whether it’s relevant to disclose ESG risks.
--Bloomberg Global Data

In a sign that China may be growing increasingly uneasy about what’s happening in
Ukraine, state-run Sinopec Group suspended talks about a major petrochemical
investment and a gas marketing venture in Russia, Reuters reported Friday.
The situation with China is “complicated,” said Joe Dabrowski, deputy director of
policy at Pensions and Lifetime Savings Association in the U.K., in an interview. The
country is such a global power that any decision to blacklist it would have “such big
knock-on consequences,” he said.
That this is even a debate for ESG managers, who now oversee roughly $2.7 trillion
of funds, is a sign that the movement has lost sight of its purpose, according to Paul
Clements-Hunt, who led the team that coined the acronym in 2004 together with the
late former United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan.
The “G” in ESG, which stands for governance, means investors should take the
political regime of the country whose assets they own into account, Clements-Hunt
said in a recent interview. “If you don’t factor in autocracy and a malevolent
government, then you have failed in your ESG assessment,” he said.
And in a note to clients earlier this month, analysts at JP Morgan Chase & Co. wrote
that the “Ukraine-Russia conflict may bring back to the fore the issue of how ESG
investors manage investments in regions with governments of non-democratic and
hybrid regimes.”
“What we are now witnessing is a very stark reminder that there are times when the
only option you have is to walk away,” said Eric Pedersen, the head of responsible
investments at Nordea Asset Management.
(Adds reference to China’s green-bond market in related-story box)
'Surrender or die': Ghost village tries to push back Russians
AFP

FADEL SENNA

Russian snipers are still targeting the deserted crossroads into the village of Stoyanka,
but Andrii Ostapets hopes to bring food to his neighbours -- and to his cats, if they
are still alive.
The 69-year-old private museum owner has returned one week after fleeing the
village on Kyiv's western edge, having heard that Ukrainian troops were driving back
Moscow's forces.
"We saw people killed, we saw burnt down houses, we lived through hell" when
Russia occupied the village, says Ostapets, protected from the biting cold by a thick
leather jacket.
"Yesterday they pushed them back from our farm. The Russians have no chance to
stay alive -- they can either surrender or die.”
A bitter wind whips through Stoyanka, which has been turned into a ghost village
after nearly a month on the western front-line of Russia's attempt to encircle the
Ukrainian capital.

FADEL SENNA At a sandbagged checkpoint, one militia member said it was 'suicidal’
to try to cross into the main part of the village.
The sound of shelling still booms from the low forested hills that surround the village
-- where Ukrainian defence volunteer forces say Russian snipers are lurking. Gunfire
crackles at a distance.

FADEL SENNA The village of Stoyanka was shelled and Russian snipers were still
active, said Ukrainian military volunteers.
The fighting continues despite Moscow signaling on Friday that it had scaled down
the aims of its month-old invasion of Ukraine, focusing now on the eastern Donbas
area.
Ukraine says it is pushing back the stalled Russian advance on Kyiv in areas such as
Stoyanka, just half a kilometre (about 500 yards) from the western city limits.
"I have a full car of groceries, the people and pets who stayed there, we'll bring them
food,” says Ostapets. "We are waiting for permission and we will go save those
alive.”
- 'Shot by snipers' Most of the houses on the approach to Stoyanka appear to be empty, and some have
been destroyed by shelling.
Ukrainian military releases video it says shows Russia bombed children's hospital
At a sandbagged checkpoint where people are waiting to deliver aid, one militia
member said it was "suicidal” to try to cross into the main part of the village at the
moment.
"Two civilians were shot by snipers today,” says a civil defence volunteer toting a
Kalashnikov rifle, his face covered by an olive green balaclava.
The village was still being targeted by sniper fire, mortars and shelling, much of it
coming from the surrounding woods, said the volunteer, asking not to be named.
Of the residents who have braved the fighting to stay, many are running short of food.
A surprise arrival at the scene is Ostapets' daughter, Snizhana Shokina, who says she
has come to join the aid effort because the war "hurts the soul”.

"I didn't tell my parents I would come, because they would start worrying. I just
decided to come,” says the 45-year-old mother-of-two, wearing a designer biker
jacket.
"They want to bring them food and I want to help and support them.”
- 'Historical enemy’ Her parents fled Stoyanka after a shell exploded in their garden, throwing her mother
to the ground and leaving a large crater.
Their cats "probably were killed but we hope most of them stayed alive”.
The road ahead for the volunteers is dangerous.
A pile of twisted metal that used to be a petrol station sits on the other side of the
debris-strewn crossroads on the main western highway out of Kyiv.
A van driven by military volunteers stops to check on a team of AFP journalists,
warns them that Russian snipers are targeting the junction, then careers across at
high-speed.
But Ostapets, a history buff who says Russia is a "historical enemy” going back to a
bloody conquest of Kyiv in the 12th century, insists it is a violent rearguard action by
Moscow's 21st-century forces.
"The Russians ran out of ammunition and have been broken up into small groups.
Small arms and snipers in this situation won't help them," adds Ostapets.
"They killed every living creature, cats, dogs. They ran out of provision, so they broke
in everywhere and stole everything.”
With a broad smile he waves a fist in the air and shouts "Glory to Ukraine!”

An expert warns about reports of Russia using white phosphorus weapons in
Ukraine: 'This is part of the horror of war’
Katherine Tangalakis-Lippert (ktangalakislippert@insider.com) - Business Insider

Business Insider Flames rise after the war crafts belonging to the Russian army
carried out phosphorus bomb attack on the Haritan town of Aleppo, Syria on June 21,
2016. Mustafa Sultan/Anadolu Agency/Getty Images.
White phosphorus weapons are used around the world, but using them against
civilians is illegal.
"[I]t's gonna be like a recitation of what happened in World War II in some cases,”
Johnson said.
Using phosphorus weapons may signal an escalation in attacks on Ukraine, Johnson
said.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy on Thursday accused Russia of using white
phosphorus bombs during its attacks on civilians this week, prompting international
concern about the use of the incendiary weapons.
David Johnson, principal researcher at RAND Corporation and a 24-year veteran of
the Army, spoke with Insider about what white phosphorus bombs and other chemical
weapons mean for the trajectory of the invasion of Ukraine.
"It is illegal, as with any weapon system, to use against civilians, or to use it
indiscriminately in areas that you think are populated. But the United States and
almost every other country in the world has white phosphorus projectiles in their
arsenals. They're used principally for creating smoke clouds because they do a very
effective job at creating quick smoke,” Johnson said.
The toxic, wax-like chemical substance in phosphorus munitions ignites upon contact
with oxygen and causes severe burns if it touches the skin.

Such weapons have been used by US forces in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria and are
routinely used in military operations, Johnson said, despite being frequently
misconstrued as illegal weapons.
The difference in Russia possibly using them against Ukraine, he explained, is that it
may be a precursor to further escalation in the war.
"So it's not the fact that they have them as how they employ them that's really
problematic. And I see that happening and quite frankly, in Ukraine, I think it's going
to get worse.” Johnson said.
"What we ought to be paying attention to is how they're using them. And the record of
the Russians is horrific.”
Johnson explained Russia's recent use of white phosphorus against civilian targets in
Aleppo and sarin gas attacks in Syria, as well as the country's historical conflicts in
Chechnya and Grazni, which he said utilized "brutal” tactics to "flatten the
resistance.”
"This morning, by the way, there were phosphorus bombs. Phosphorus Russian
bombs. Adults were killed again and children were killed again," President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said during a virtual address to NATO leaders on
Thursday, The Washington Post reported.
When reporters asked about the use of phosphorus weapons, Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov said Friday that Russia "has never violated international
conventions," The Washington Post reported .
"This is what they do,” Johnson said. "They've been doing it for 100 years. And I
don't know why we'd expect them to do anything different if they're not achieving their
objectives. This is terrifying.”
While chemical weapons tend to draw particular attention during wartime because of
the gruesome injuries they cause, Johnson said, they don't generally carry the high
fatality rates that artillery and shelling do because, with the right equipment, the most
severe impacts can be avoided.
However, Johnson said he expects an increase in Russian artillery attacks will cause
more fatalities than phosphorus bombs or gas attacks could be expected to cause.
"I'm absolutely convinced that, when this is over, it's gonna be like a recitation of
what happened in World War II in some cases. But what's happening routinely is
enough to be worried about without looking for something that's really cool or
different,” Johnson said.
"And I think anybody can help make people understand that this is part of the horror
of war. These weapons were developed for military purpose. And, quite frankly,
they're going to be used.”

New restrictions mark end of Taliban search for legitimacy
Beth Bailey (Opinion contributor) - Washington Examiner
In under one week, the Taliban have removed whatever facade of legitimacy cloaked
their new reign of terror in Afghanistan.

Washington Examiner New restrictions mark end of Taliban search for legitimacy
Last Wednesday, the Taliban sparked international outrage when they reneged at the
last minute on promises that Afghan girls could return to secondary schools.
The about-face garnered worldwide condemnation, including the cancellation of talks
between the United States and the Taliban in Qatar. This did not coerce the Taliban
to change course. Instead, the Taliban spent the weekend issuing, or enforcing, new
rules targeting women, and furthering their media blackout.
On Sunday, the Taliban instituted a policy of gender segregation for fun parks around
Kabul, stating women and girls could attend parks on three days of the week, with
men and boys visiting on the remaining four days.
This could effectively ban women from the parks. Taliban policy bars women from
traveling more than 45 miles beyond their homes without a male relative. For months,
Afghans have told me of women being assaulted for appearing without an escort in
the vicinity of their homes.
Also on Sunday, the Taliban barred women from boarding domestic or international
flights without a male relative. This implements guidance issued in February that
additionally banned U.S. and NATO allies from leaving Afghanistan.
The ruling created such external backlash that the Taliban then clarified that Afghans
"who have legal documents and invitation can travel abroad.” Capping off its day of
strictures, the Taliban banned international broadcasts from the BBC, Voice of
America, and others.
The day’s news was devastating for Afghans like Nasrin, whose name has been
changed for her protection. As with up to around 130,000 Afghans, Nasrin’s
evacuation has not been forthcoming.
"I am the head of the family, and I have no support. I have spent all my savings since
August. I do not know what to do to be able to leave Afghanistan,” Nasrin told me.
"Where can I find a [male relative]?”

Since August 2021, the Taliban have feigned willingness to enact whatever policies
would grant them access to assets and international recognition. This latest spate of
restrictions indicates that the Taliban’s search for legitimacy is a relic of the past.
Recent events should be a clarion call to the nations of the world to recognize that the
Taliban are unchanged.
The international community should sanction the Taliban while also supporting
Afghan women and girls. We must also move far more swiftly to evacuate those
Afghan allies and human rights activists now living in terror.

Brazilians join fight in far-away Ukraine
AFP

Nelson ALMEIDA
Wearing a camouflage T-shirt that clings to his biceps, Brazilian policeman Saulo
packs his bag with combat boots, camping gear, gun holsters and a knife -- "just the
essential" to go fight in Ukraine.

Nelson ALMEIDA Saulo says he wants to prevent World War III and only fears the
Russian invasion of Ukraine leading to a nuclear conflict.
The 35-year-old Sao Paulo man quit his job as a military police officer to travel more
than 11,000 kilometers (nearly 7,000 miles) and join Ukraine's fight against the
Russian invasion.
"I identify with the cause, with the Ukrainian people who are suffering the injustice of
a foreign aggressor,” said Saulo, who asked that his last name not be used for
security reasons.
"And I want to help avoid World War III,” he told AFP, laying the items on his short
packing list out on his bed alongside his black duffel bag. Picking up a small
Brazilian flag, he added it to the pile.
Although President Jair Bolsonaro has said Brazil will remain "neutral" over the
conflict -- drawing criticism in some quarters -- hundreds of Brazilians have taken
steps to go fight in Ukraine.
They are looking to join the 20,000 volunteers from more than 50 countries who have
applied to join the International Legion of Defense of Ukraine, a corps launched to
help fend off the invasion, according to figures from the Ukrainian foreign ministry.
Saulo said good-bye to his partner and two children and left Wednesday for Poland,
where Brazilians already on the ground have promised to help him join the war.
He bought the one-way ticket with his own money.
Saulo said he made his decision after seeing images from Ukraine of bombed-out
residential buildings and hospitals. That convinced him to answer President
Volodymyr Zelensky's appeal to join the new foreign legion and fight "elbow to
elbow" with the Ukrainian army.

"There's a risk I won't come back. Anyone who goes over there knows that. We're not
little kids,” said Saulo, who sports a tattoo of a big black skull on his right arm, a
knife clutched in its teeth.
His only fear, he said, is the conflict "erupting into nuclear war.”
- Defending a foreign country The Ukrainian foreign legion's only requirement to join is military or firearms
experience, according to representatives of the website fightforua.org, which is
helping organize the effort.
Other webpages set up for Brazilians rallying to the cause have hundreds of members,
such as Portuguese-language Facebook group "Volunteers to Fight in Ukraine,” with
1,800.
The site is a forum for would-be volunteers to swap information -- though members
told AFP they limited their interactions, fearing Russian spies could be watching.
One would-be volunteer, Guilherme -- his name was changed for safety reasons -said he saw going to the front as a way to make a fresh start in life. The 29-year-old
formerly served in the Brazilian army and the French Foreign Legion, then worked as
a private security guard in Rio de Janeiro, but is now unemployed.
"Things are hard here in Brazil,” he said.
"Helping in Ukraine is an opportunity.... We have to think about what we can do to
help others in this world, and not just say 'That's not my war,’ because the world's
ending.”
- 'Open arms' Ukraine's consul in Sao Paulo, Jorge Rybka, said would-be volunteers receive "no
assistance of any kind” from the Ukrainian government.
Brazil's foreign ministry meanwhile said it "emphatically discourages” people from
traveling to Ukraine given the security situation.
That did not stop Brazilian military veteran Leandro Galvao, who is already on the
ground in the suburbs of Kyiv, where he carries out patrol and civilian rescue
operations alongside the Ukrainian army.
Galvao, 49, came from Estonia, where he lives, to "defend democracy,” he told AFP.
"Ever since I joined the Ukrainian army, I'm part of this nation, and I'll defend it to
the end,” said the Sao Paulo native, who has two children.
Foreign fighters, he said, "are welcomed here with open arms, with happiness and
thanks.”
Iran struck Iraq target over gas talks involving Israel - officials
REUTERS

Photo credit: AZAD LASHKARI/REUTERS
Anascent plan for Iraq's Kurdistan region to supply gas to Turkey and Europe - with
Israeli help - is part of what angered Iran into striking the Kurdish capital Erbil with
ballistic missiles this month, Iraqi and Turkish officials say.
The March 13 attack on Erbil came as a shock to officials throughout the region for
its ferocity, and was a rare publicly declared assault by Iran's Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC).
The IRGC said the strike hit Israeli "strategic centers" in Erbil and was retaliation
for an Israeli air raid that killed two of its members in Syria.
The choice of target, however, baffled many officials and analysts. Most of the 12
missiles hit the villa of a Kurdish businessman involved in the autonomous Kurdistan
region's energy sector.
Iraqi and Turkish officials who spoke to Reuters on condition of anonymity this week
said they believe the attack was meant as a multi-pronged message to US allies in the
region - but that a key trigger was a plan to pump Kurdish gas into Turkey and
Europe, with Israel's involvement.

The Jerusalem Post Smoke rises over the Erbil, after reports of mortar shells landing
near Erbil airport, Iraq February 15, 2021 (Illustrative). Credit: THAIER
AL-SUDANI/REUTERS.
"There had been two recent meetings between Israeli and US energy officials and
specialists at the villa to discuss shipping Kurdistan gas to Turkey via a new pipeline,”
an Iraqi security official said.
Iran's foreign ministry and the IRGC did not immediately respond to requests for
comment.
A senior Iranian security official told Reuters the attack was a "multi-purposed
message to many people and groups. It's up to them how to interpret it. Whatever
(Israel) is planning, from energy sector to agriculture, will not materialize.”
Two Turkish officials confirmed that talks involving US and Israeli officials recently
took place to discuss Iraq supplying Turkey and Europe with natural gas, but did not
say where they took place.
The Iraqi security official and a former US official with knowledge of the plans said
the Kurdish businessman whose villa was hit by the Iranian missiles, Baz Karim
Barzanji, was working to develop the gas export pipeline.
The disclosure puts Iran's attack on Erbil in the context of regional players' energy
interests, rather than a single Israeli military attack on the IRGC, as widely reported.
Israel's foreign ministry said it was not familiar with the matter. Barzanji did not
immediately respond to a request seeking comment.
The office of Iraqi Kurdish President Nechirvan Barzani denied any meetings with US
and Israeli officials to discuss a pipeline took place at Barzanji's villa. The Kurds
deny there is any Israeli military or official presence in their territory.
The Iraqi, Turkish and Western sources spoke mostly on condition of anonymity
because they are not allowed to give statements to the media.

They said the move comes as a politically sensitive time for Iran and the region: the
gas export plan could threaten Iran's place as a major supplier of gas to Iraq and
Turkey while its economy is still reeling from international sanctions.
Efforts to revive a nuclear deal between Iran and the West have faltered in recent
weeks, casting doubt on prospects for lifting sanctions on Tehran including on its
energy sector.
It also comes as Israel, Iran's biggest enemy in the region, and Turkey are
strengthening ties and looking at further energy cooperation as sanctions on Russia
over its invasion of Ukraine threaten severe shortages across Europe.
Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said last month that Turkey and Israel can work
together to carry Israeli natural gas to Europe. Erdogan also met Barzani and said
that Ankara wants to sign a natural gas supply deal with Iraq.
Iraqi and Turkish officials did not give specific details on the plan to pump gas from
Iraqi Kurdistan to Turkey, say how far along it was, or what Israel's role is in the
project.
"The timing of the attack in Erbil is very interesting. It seems it was more directed at
northern Iraq's energy exports and possible cooperation that would include Israel,”
one of the Turkish officials said.
"Some talks were held for northern Iraq natural gas exports and we know that Iraq,
the United States and Israel were involved in this process. Turkey supports this too,"
the official added.
The Iraqi security official said at least two meetings to discuss the issue, with US and
Israeli energy specialists, had taken place at Barzanji's villa, which he said explained
the choice of target for Iran's missile strike. No one was seriously hurt in the attack
but the villa was severely damaged.
An Iraqi government official and a Western diplomat in Iraq said that Barzanji was
known to host foreign officials and businessmen at his home and that they included
Israelis.
The Iraqi security official and the former US official said Barzanji's KAR Group
company is working to expedite the gas export pipeline. The new pipeline would
eventually connect to one that has already been completed on the Turkish side of the
border, the former US official said.
KAR Group could not be immediately reached for comment.
KAR Group built and manages the Kurdish region's domestic pipeline, the Kurdistan
presidency's chief of staff Fawzi Harir said. It also owns a third of Kurdistan's oil
export pipeline under a lease agreement. The rest is owned by Russia's Rosneft.

Ukrainian intelligence releases names of more than 600 alleged Russian spies
The list includes names, phone numbers, passport numbers and, in some cases,
financial details of alleged Russian spies.
Tyler O'Neil - Fox News
Former Soviet undercover spy Jack Barsky joins ‘America Reports’ to provide insight
into a New York building that may be housing Russian spies amid Putin’s invasion of
Ukraine.
Ukraine's defense intelligence ministry released a list of more than 600 alleged
Russian spies working in Europe in an apparent attempt to burn them and weaken
Russia's intelligence operations across the continent.
The intelligence wing of the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine released the "list of
employees of the FSB of the Russian Federation registered at the address: Moscow, St.
Bolshaya Lubyanka” on Monday. The FSB is the successor agency to the KGB,
Russia's notorious spy arm.
The list, released in Russian and apparently unavailable on the English version of the
ministry's website, provides names, phone numbers, passport numbers, "registration
addresses," license plate numbers and occasionally financial details for 620 alleged
Russian spies. In a few cases, the list includes a home address.

Russian President Vladimir Putin attends a meeting of the Supreme Eurasian
Economic Council in Yerevan, Armenia. (Shutterstock)
Fox News has not authenticated the list.
One alleged FSB agent has a Skype address including the phrase "jamesbond007,”
along with the characters "DB9," referring to Bond's Aston Martin. Another agent
reportedly has a taste for "premium cars,” while a third is a heavy drinker who
"systematically violates traffic regulations.”
A former head of the British intelligence agency MI6 warned that only "10 per cent"
of Russia's operations across Europe have been uncovered, The Telegraph reported.

The Russian Embassy in Berlin, Germany, seen on Nov. 5, 2021. (Sean Gallup/Getty
Images)
"We see the extent of Russian aggressive intelligence activities across Europe,” said
Sir John Sawers, who led MI6 from 2009 to 2014. "We probably only know 10 per
cent of what they’re doing. There will be a great deal that intelligence services do that
we’re simply not aware of.”
Last week, Russian President Vladimir Putin reportedly put two FSB agents who
reportedly scouted Ukraine on house arrest after Russia's Ukraine invasion proved
far more difficult than Putin appears to have considered at first.
Rep. Ritchie Torres, D-N.Y., called on the FBI to investigate the Russian Diplomatic
Compound, located in New York City, which experts previously told Fox News Digital
houses diplomats who are in the U.S. to spy on America.

A view of the Russian Diplomatic Compound at 355 West 255th Street (Google Maps)
"We have been appalled and alarmed by Vladimir Putin's unprovoked war of
aggression against Ukraine. We have been appalled by his war crimes against the
Ukrainian people, and it is in that context that I have formally requested that the FBI
open an investigation into reports of espionage at the Russian diplomatic compound,”

Rep. Ritchie Torres told reporters Tuesday about the white high-rise tower located
at 355 West 255th Street, in the Bronx borough.
The Bronx Democrat called it "both metaphorically and literally a structure of
surveillance.”
Biden Resorts to 'Cheat Sheet' as He Attempts to Smooth Over His Controversial
Putin Comments
Jack Davis - The Western Journal
President Joe Biden on Monday claimed that three major gaffes heard ’round the
world during his European trip never happened, and he carried with him a cheat
sheet to ensure he stayed on message.
On Saturday, Biden had closed a speech in Poland by declaring, “For God’s sake,
this man cannot remain in power,” in reference to Russian leader Vladimir Putin. The
White House quickly walked back the apparent call for regime change in Russia.
That inflammatory remark, which even the liberal Washington Post said “sparked a
global uproar,” came a day after Biden, when meeting with U.S. troops in
Poland, implied they would soon see Ukraine firsthand.
That too brought an immediate clarification from the White House.
On Thursday, Biden had said that if Russia used chemical weapons in Ukraine, the
U.S. would respond “in kind,” triggering worldwide speculation that he meant a
chemical attack.
During his campaign, as noted by the Post, Biden often pointedly chided
then-President Donald Trump over his comments, saying “The words of a president
matter. They can move markets. They can send our brave men and women to war.
They can bring peace.”
But when answering questions from reporters on Monday, Biden tried to disavow
what he said while explaining what he meant.
The effort to douse the global firestorm of concern the president created by implying
the U.S. wanted to oust Putin was assisted by a cue card Biden held, according to Fox
News.

“If you weren’t advocating for regime change, what did you mean? Can you clarify?”
the anticipated question said on the card.
“I was expressing the moral outrage I felt toward the actions of this man,” the
spoon-fed answer read. “I was not advocating a change in policy.”

Biden tried to keep the script during the event in the State Dining room of the White
House, according to the official transcript.
Kelly O’Donnell of NBC News asked him, “Do you believe what you said — that
Putin can’t remain in power? Or do you now regret saying that? Because your
government has been trying to walk that back.”
“I’m not walking anything back,” the president responded. “The fact of the matter is I
was expressing the moral outrage I felt toward the way Putin is dealing, and the
actions of this man — just — just the brutality of it. Half the children in Ukraine. I
had just come from being with those families.
“And so — but I want to make it clear: I wasn’t then, nor am I now, articulating a
policy change. I was expressing the moral outrage that I feel, and I make no
apologies for it.”
After insisting his words complicated nothing, the president was asked by Steve
Holland of Reuters if he wanted Putin removed, calling for a cue-card-driven
response.
“I was expressing the moral outrage I felt towards this man. I wasn’t articulating a
policy change,” Biden said.
After insisting again he was expressing outrage, he offered a different response.
“I was talking to the Russian people,” he said. “The last part of the speech was
talking to the Russian people, telling them what we thought. And I was
communicating this to not only the Russian people but the whole world.”
Peter Doocy of Fox News then tried to press home the point about Biden’s gaffes.
“Are you worried that other leaders in the world are going to start to doubt that
America is back if some of these big things that you say on the world stage keep
getting walked back?” he said.
“What’s getting walked back?” Biden replied.
After Doocy summarized the gaffes, the president said, “None of the three occurred.”
Doocy then tried to find out what Biden meant when he told troops of the 82nd
Airborne that would see for themselves what Ukraine was like.
“You interpret the language that way. I was talking to the troops. We were talking
about helping train the troops in — that are — the Ukrainian troops that are in
Poland. That’s what the context. I sat there with those guys for a couple hours. That’s
what we talked about,” the president said.
“And when you said a chemical weapon use by Russia would ‘trigger a response in
kind’?” Doocy asked.
“It will trigger a significant response,” Biden said.
“What does that mean?” the reporter asked.
“I’m not going to tell you. Why would I tell you? You got to be silly,” the president
said.
“The world wants to know,” Doocy replied.

“The world wants to know a lot of things,” Biden said. “I’m not telling them what the
response would be. Then Russia knows the response.”

Kamala Harris Betrayed By The White House – Leaks Claim Biden’s Team Is
Putting The Blame On VP For Bad Performance
By Daniel Ottomire - American Journal daily

What’s Happening:
It’s no secret that Kamala Harris has not been a star in the Biden administration. Not
that there are many stars in that failed White House. But the vice president has one
job: to support the president’s agenda. Harris has failed to do this, dropping the ball
on nearly every task given to her.
The “vice president’s” office has claimed it was Joe’s fault, who “sidelined” her and
did not give her the support she needed. I think that’s a little backwards, don’t you
agree?
Now, it appears that the White House is getting tired of Kamala’s ongoing failures.
She was supposed to help the war in Europe, but her trip to Poland was a disaster.
Old Joe Biden is going to have to go there and clean up the mess (if he can).
And a new book reveals that the administration believes the real person to blame for
Kamala’s failings… is Kamala herself.
From Breitbart:
President Joe Biden’s team quietly blamed Vice President Kamala Harris for her
disastrous first year in office, a new book reveals.
White House communications director Kate Bedingfield privately revealed her
feelings about Harris’ problems…

“In private, Bedingfeld had taken to noting that the vice presidency was not the first
time in Harris’s political career that she had fallen short of sky-high expectations:
Her Senate office had been messy and her presidential campaign had been a fiasco.
Perhaps, she suggested, the problem was not the vice president’s staff.”
A new book reveals that White House communications director Kate Bedingfield
blamed Kamala Harris for her office’s failures. The book details that Bedingfield
pointed to Kamala’s history of poor-run offices, from her Senate office to her failed
presidential campaign. Of course, the White House is scrambling to fix this
embarrassing revelation.
Bedingfield complained about this information going into the book, but didn’t
outright deny it. She said the writers didn’t “bother” to call and fact check it—but
never said she didn’t say it. This is much different than the books that attacked Trump
during his administration. All of those cited “anonymous sources,” casting doubt on
the accuracy of their claims.
But this book is naming someone specific, Kate Bedingfield. And the woman herself
isn’t denying it. So, we have to believe that she did say this. It agrees with rumors that
have been swirling around for a while. Even former staff have called out Kamala for
being a bully who talks down to her staff.
Reports suggest that her office is dysfunctional. And, if the many departures are any
indication, staff hate working there.
Perhaps instead of attacking this book, the White House should be dealing with
Kamala’s flailing office?

Developing: Poisoning Suspected - Ukraine Peace Negotiators, Russian Oligarch
Reportedly Attacked
Andrew Jose - The Western Journal

Ukrainian peace negotiators and Russian-Israeli oligarch Roman Abramovich
reportedly suffered symptoms of suspected poisoning after a meeting in Kyiv,
Ukraine.
The victims suffered from red eyes, incessant and hurtful tearing and peeling of the
skin on their hands and faces, those familiar with the matter said, according to
the Wall Street Journal.
The symptoms developed after Abramovich met the Ukrainian negotiators in Kyiv, the
outlet reported. Abramovich had been actively involved in the negotiations process
between Russia and Ukraine, traveling between Moscow, Kyiv and other negotiation
sites, the Wall Street Journal reported.
Advertisement - story continues below
Besides Abramovich, at least two senior members of the Ukrainian negotiation team
suffered the symptoms. The allegedly poisoned Ukrainian officials, according to the
outlet, included Ukrainian lawmaker Rustem Umerov.
Netherlands-based investigative journalism group Bellingcat, which specializes in
open-source intelligence and fact-checking, confirmed the news of the poisoning on
Monday.
Please click here to provide support for refugees now fleeing the Russian invasion in
Ukraine
“Bellingcat can confirm that three members of the delegation attending the peace
talks between Ukraine and Russia on the night of 3 to 4 March 2022 experienced
symptoms consistent with poisoning with chemical weapons,” the outlet wrote in a
Monday post on Twitter.

“One of [the] victims was Russian entrepreneur Roman Abramovich,” Bellingcat said.
The quoted tweet is part of a thread where Bellingcat reported its findings on the
suspected poisoning.
Do you believe this attack was an attempt to end peace negotiations?
According to Bellingcat, the day after the Kyiv meeting with Abramovich, the
Ukrainian negotiators had driven from Kyiv to Lviv en route to Istanbul via Poland.

Chemical weapons specialists had then approached Bellingcat investigators for
assistance with examining something.
“Based on remote and on-site examinations, the experts concluded that the symptoms
are most likely the result of international poisoning with an undefined chemical
weapon,” Bellingcat said.
“An alternative less likely hypothesis was use of microwave irradiation. The
symptoms gradually subsided in the course of the following week.”
Advertisement - story continues below
The men who suffered the symptoms had “consumed only chocolate and water in the
hours before the symptoms appeared,” Bellingcat reported. However, according to
the outlet, another man who had consumed the chocolate did not suffer any symptoms.
“[T]he symptoms were most consistent with variants of porphyrin, organophosphates
or bicyclic substances. A definitive determination was not possible due to the absence
of specialized laboratory equipment near the victims,” Bellingcat said.
Related:
Watch: Powerful Explosion Rocks Munitions Depot of Border City in Russia
“The experts said the dosage and type of toxin used was likely insufficient to cause
life-threatening damage, and most likely was intended to scare the victims as opposed
to cause permanent damage.”
Those targeted by the suspected poisoning pointed fingers at Russian maximalists
who, according to the victims, seek to derail peace talks intending to end the armed
conflict, the Wall Street Journal reported.
Advertisement - story continues below
However, the sources familiar with the victims couldn’t pinpoint any specific actor
responsible for the suspected poisoning, according to the Wall Street Journal.
Abramovich and Umerov’s health conditions have improved, and their lives are out of
danger, sources familiar told the outlet. Volodymyr Zelenskyy, Ukraine’s president,
who had met with Abramovich, did not suffer from the suspected poisoning, the
sources said.
When approached by the newspaper, Zelenskyy’s spokesperson said he did not have
any specific information about any suspected poisoning.

Watch: Powerful Explosion Rocks Munitions Depot of Border City in Russia
Richard Moorhead - The Western Journal

A building filled with munitions in a Russian border city was consumed in a large
explosion on Tuesday.
The blast at the facility, described as an ammunition depot, was visible from miles
away.
The explosion occurred in Belgorod, 25 miles north of the Ukrainian border in
Russia.
Advertisement - story continues below
Please click here to provide support for refugees now fleeing the Russian invasion in
Ukraine
Military analysts said witnesses were describing what could be a ballistic missile
strike on the building.

The Russian state-owned news agency Tass initially said the explosion was the result
of a “shell,” only to delete its tweet on the blast moments later.
Another Russian state-owned network said in a Telegram message that the source of
the explosion was human error.
Advertisement - story continues below
“The reason for the explosions near Belgorod, previously, was human error,” RIA
Novosti’s message said.
Ukrainians have shown a surprising capacity to wage offensive operations against the
Russian invaders since the start of the conflict in February.
Related:
North Korea's Forbidden Missile Launch Just Failed Miserably: Report
A Ukrainian drone destroyed a Russian landing ship in the port of Berdyansk last
week, with other Russian ships turning and fleeing as the warship exploded and
burned.

Reports of Ukrainian forces striking the Russian territory have been uncommon in the
conflict but not unprecedented.
Advertisement - story continues below
Ukrainian ballistic missiles appeared to strike an airbase in the town of Millerovo
two days after the start of the invasion, according to Newsweek.
Earlier this month, satellite photography of a Russian-occupied airbase in Kherson
showed a Ukrainian counteroffensive devastated the Russian helicopter fleet, with
numerous aircraft consumed in fire and black smoke.

A Russian Ministry of Defense spokesman announced that his country
would “radically” reduce military activity in Kyiv on Tuesday amid meetings between
Russian and Ukrainian negotiators in Turkey.
Officials said Russian forces would refocus on the eastern Donbas region of Ukraine
after suffering heavy combat losses and failing to capture any major Ukrainian cities.

Zelenskyy sets ground rules for peace agreement, Russia censors him
Zelenskyy said Russia was afraid of a short conversation with journalists
Tyler O'Neil - Fox News
Iuliia Mendel, the former spokesperson for Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
says Putin 'will not stop on Ukraine.'
Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy revealed some of his country's ground rules
for a peace agreement with Russia on Sunday, but Russian authorities moved to
censor the interview, perhaps because Zelenskyy also said that while Russian
President Vladimir Putin claimed the invasion aims to "denazify" Ukraine, peace
talks with Russia have not involved any discussion on Ukraine's supposed "Nazism.”

Zelenskyy spoke with Russian media outlets, saying that his country is open to
guaranteeing Ukraine's neutrality and its nuclear-free status, but its representatives
will not sign any agreement until Russian troops withdraw from the country.
The Ukrainian president also said that the entire process hinges on him personally
meeting with Putin and the Ukrainian people agreeing to a referendum to change the
Constitution – a referendum that cannot take place while Russian troops remain in
Ukraine.
"We must have agreements with President Putin. The guarantors will not sign
anything if the troops are not withdrawn," Zelenskyy said, according to
the presidential office. A personal meeting would be "enough to start the process of
troops withdrawal.”

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy speaks via video call to the Doha Forum in
Doha, Qatar, Saturday, March 26, 2022. (AP Photo/Lujain Jo)
"The troops must be withdrawn, the guarantors will sign everything, and all this will
start working. Ratifications in parliaments, a referendum in several months, and only
then - amendments to the Constitution,” the president explained.
A referendum is necessary "because only the people can decide that there can be such
a status and such guarantors," Zelenskyy argued. "The referendum will take place in
a few months, and the amendments to the Constitution will take at least a year.
According to our current legislation.”
The president noted that, during peace talks with Russian diplomats, "We do not
discuss ‘denazification’ and demilitarization at all. I said that we will not sit at the
negotiating table at all if we talk about some kind of demilitarization, some kind of
‘denazification’. For me, these are completely incomprehensible things.”
Putin has attempted to justify his attack on Ukraine as an effort to "denazify” the
country, playing on the Russian public's lingering hatred for the Nazi regime. Yet
Zelenskyy is Jewish and had family members perish in the Holocaust. Russian
officials have compared him to Jews who were forced to collaborate with Nazis.

Russian President Vladimir Putin spoke to female flight attendants in comments
broadcast on state television on Saturday, March 5, 2022. (Image: Reuters
Video) (Reuters Video)
Ukrainian officials have compared Russia's bombing of Kharkiv, Ukraine's
second-largest city, to the Nazi assault on the city in 1941.
Zelenskyy previously condemned a Russian attack that damaged the Holocaust
memorial of Babi Yar earlier this month.
"What will be next if even Babi Yar (is hit), what other 'military' objects, 'NATO
bases' are threatening Russia?” Zelenskyy asked. "Sophie's Cathedral, Lavra,
Andrew's Church? Whatever they dream about. Damn them.”
Yet Zelenskyy said his diplomats and Russian representatives did discuss key issues
such as guarantees of security, neutrality, and Ukraine's nuclear-free status, because
"Russia calls NATO enlargement of the reasons for invading Ukraine.”

A view of the Babyn (Babi) Yar Holocaust Memorial Center in Kyiv on March 2,
2022.
Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky on March 2 accused Russia, which has
launched an invasion of his country, of seeking to "erase” Ukrainians, their country
and their history.

Five people were killed in the Tuesday attack on Kyiv's main television tower at Babi
Yar, the site of World War II's biggest slaughter of Kyiv Jews and a place of memorial
and pilgrimage. (Hoto By Dimitar Dilkoff/AFP Via Getty Images)
The president also mentioned discussions about preserving the Russian language in
Ukraine, and Zelenskyy said this issue "can be resolved through mutual respect for
the languages of all neighboring countries.”
"We all speak the way we want and the language we want,” he said. "We have more
than 100 nationalities in the country. That's why I said: only a mirror respect for the
history, languages, cultural values of all neighbors. I accept that. I am sure that our
people will accept it if they want. Because all this will be decided one way or another
by the people, the voters.”
Russia quickly banned publication of the interview. Roskomnadzor, which regulates
communications for Moscow, issued the ban, saying there could be action taken
against the Russian media outlets that took part, which included "those that are
foreign media outlets acting as foreign agents.”
Zelenskyy responded by saying Moscow was afraid of a relatively short conversation
with journalists. "It would be funny if it weren’t so tragic,” he said, according to the
Ukrainian news agency RBK Ukraine.

Former Russian Soldiers Join Ukraine Against Putin's Invasion, Kyiv Says
Brendan Cole - Newsweek

SERGEI SUPINSK/Getty Images
Ukraine has said some former Russian soldiers have switched sides and have now
joined Kyiv's forces fighting against Vladimir Putin's invasion.

The Ukrainian defense ministry said on its Telegram channel on Wednesday that
commanders of the "Freedom of Russia" legion were visiting detained former Russian
military personnel "in order to select those who wish to serve."
Pentagon: Russian Troops Are ‘Repositioning’ Not Withdrawing From Kyiv
In a follow up post, it said that the "first volunteers,” comprising ex-Russian troops,
"have already begun individual additional training.”
"Today the legion's personnel, under the guidance of Ukrainian Armed Forces
instructors, studied a NLAW grenade launcher,” said the post, accompanied by
images of troops gathered around military equipment.
"In addition, the commanders of the legion's subdivisions got acquainted with the
operational situation on the fronts,” said the post.
It added that the legion's troops "expressed a common desire on behalf of all the
volunteers to conduct the first battle against the guard dogs of the Putin regime—the
Kadyrovites.”
This refers to fighters from Chechnya who are loyal to the Russian republic's Putin
ally, President Ramzan Kadyrov, who have joined Russia's forces in Ukraine.
Newsweek is still attempting to verify claims of soldiers switching sides.
The post was in Russian on a channel typically updated in Ukrainian. The message
was also shared on the Telegram channel dedicated to the Freedom of Russia legion.
This was created on March 10 and its first post appealed to Russian prisoners of war
"to join our armed struggle against Putin and his regime.”
Russian-language Ukrainian news outlet Bagnet said joining the legion is voluntary
and requires Russian prisoners of war to apply in writing. The troops are then vetted
by Ukraine's security services and counter intelligence.
It reported on Wednesday that both privates and officers were among the "several
hundred” Russians who had signed up for the legion.
In a Telegram post on Monday, the Ukrainian defense ministry said that senior
sergeant Nikolay Shishkarey had been accepted into the legion and described him as
a former serviceman of the 70th Motorized Rifle Brigade.
Other posts detail prisoners who had swapped sides, although these have not been
verified and Russian personnel joining Kyiv's forces would represent a public
relations coup for Ukraine.
However, there have been numerous reports of low morale among Russian
soldiers with videos widely shared on social media of troops complaining that they
were ill-equipped and lacking a clear strategy from Moscow.
A clip that went viral this week shows Russian troops saying that they were members
of the armed forces from Donbas and were being sent to the Sumy region in

northeastern Ukraine. One soldier said, "the Russian Defense Ministry has no idea
about us, or what we're doing here.”
Newsweek has contacted the Russian defense ministry for comment.

